## Look Back!

"It's My Centennial!" said Tom Swiftly

## Definitive Acrostics

Natural Order

## Magic Spells

Colloquy

## Synonym Pudding

The Odd Homonym Attack – A New Figure of Speech

## Kickshaws

It's Not Easy Being Mondegreen

## Hospitalisation

Numerical Charades Part 1

## Color Blind

Book Review

## The Broad Ripple Puzzle-Game

Punk Whiz 9

## Book Review

When An Ad Becomes a Pipe and Opens a Schoool-Ion Dee-Day

## Antigrams from Word Ways: A Retrospective

Witwits – Part 1

## How Many Shiftgrams in a Word-Set?

Answers and Solutions

---

All back issues of *Word Ways* are available on microfilm from University Microfilms (ProQuest Information and Learning), 300 North Zeeb Road, Ann Arbor MI 48106-1346